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Poll 3: Soil health – multiple questions (The results of the questions in this poll are not available 

because there were problems running it: some attendees could not see it, others were unable to 

enter their chosen answer or to skip past irrelevant questions) 
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Yes

No

Don't know

Has iCASP helped you or your organisation in the last 3 years?
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Yes

Yes - and we would welcome the opportunity to talk with
iCASP about this

No

Is your organisation considering a green recovery post covid?
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Compensation is not enough

Lack of security / too frequent changes in policy and
targets

Not enough support and guidance for farmers

Not fit for farmers / farmers are not consulted when
schemes are designed

Too many requirements / difficult to implement

Other

Reasons for not adopting agri environment schemes

In your opinion, what is the most important reason behind farmers not adopting agri-environment schemes?

In your opinion, what is the second most important reason behind farmers not adopting agri-environment
schemes?
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Climate change and zero carbon

Reduced flooding

Reduced air pollution

Reduced sediment export

Reduced biodiversity loss

Reduced water pollution

As we move to more integrated nitrogen management ractices 
affecting soil health, what are the key issues for your 

organisation
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Efficient access to payments

Good balance between polluter pays and and public
money for pubmic goods

The right payments for the right services

Payments designed in cooperation with farmers

Don't know

What is the most important factor for you in determining 
'public money for public goods' payments?
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Using less fertilizer

Manure spreading

Slurry spreading

Slurring injection

Mixed manure / inorganic inputs

If your land is mainly arable or improved grassland, how do 
you manage nutrients?
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Do you have any new ideas for potential projects that you
would like us to explore with you?

Based on what you have heard here today, do you have
any ideas for how we can bring different projects

together or other ways to help us to maximise the impact
from those projects?

Polling question at end of the webinar

No Yes


